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FUEL ISLANDS
FUEL ISLANDS

15
The ability to fill vehicles' gas tanks on site is convenient and cost 

effective. Due to the flammable properties of fuel, safety should be 

a top priority. Whether fuel is dispensed on an island with multiple 

pumps or at a single pump, the following safety items should 

be in place.
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If fuel dispensers or storage tanks are susceptible 
to vehicular impact, a barrier should be created for 
protection. This barrier often consists of steel and 
concrete bollards no less than 4 inches in diameter 
placed at least 3 feet from the dispenser. These 
bollards should be spaced no more than 4 feet 
between posts on center and no less than 3 feet 
high. Other barriers meeting the requirements of 
local code are also acceptable.

Warning signage should be conspicuously posted 
within sight of each dispenser. This signage should 
state the following:

1. No smoking.

2. Shut off motor.

3.  Discharge static electricity before fueling by
touching a metal surface away from the nozzle.

4.  To prevent static charge, do not re-enter your
vehicle while gasoline is pumping.

5.  If a fire starts, do not remove nozzle. Back away
immediately.

6.  It is unlawful and dangerous to dispense gasoline
into unapproved containers.

7.  No filling of portable containers in or on a motor
vehicle. Place the container on the ground before
filling.

Additional warning signage regarding emergency 
procedures is also required and should state:

IN CASE OF FIRE, SPILL OR RELEASE

1. USE EMERGENCY PUMP SHUTOFF

2. REPORT THE ACCIDENT!

FIRE DEPARTMENT TELEPHONE: ___________________

FACILITY ADDRESS: _______________________________

Operating instructions should also be posted in 
approved locations on each dispenser.

Combustible materials, including weeds and brush, 
should be cleared to a minimum of 10 feet around 
fuel dispensing equipment.

An emergency shut-off switch should be installed 
within 100 feet, but no less than 20 feet, from 
dispensers that will stop the flow of fuel in the 
event of an emergency. A conspicuous “Emergency 
Shut-off” sign should be posted near the switch.

A fire extinguisher with a minimum rating of 
2-A:20-B:C should be located within 75 feet of fuel
dispensers. In addition to yearly inspection and
service, this fire extinguisher should be checked
monthly to assure it has not been removed,
activated, tampered with or damaged. This monthly
inspection should then be recorded on the back of
the service tag.

Consideration should be given to reducing winter 
slip exposures at fuel islands. Adequate snow 
removal and sanding procedures should be 
established. Appropriate lighting can provide more 
visibility when equipment is used during dark hours

Systems should be in place to contain possible 
spills from above- or below-ground fuel tanks and 
fuel pumps. Regulations regarding containment 
can be found in the Minnesota State Fire Code and 
from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency. Local 
jurisdictions may have more stringent rules; it is 
recommended to speak with the local fire marshal.

The local fire marshal is an excellent resource to 

discuss codes and other safety issues concerning fuel 

pumps and other fire hazards.

Further safety rules and regulations regarding fuel-
dispensing equipment and operations can primarily 
be found in OSHA Standard 29 CFR1910.106, 
Flammable Liquids; the Minnesota State Fire Code; 
and the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.
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FUEL ISLAND CHECK LIST

ITEM YES NO ACTION ITEM

Are fuel pumps protected against vehicle impact (concrete and steel 
bollards spaced no more than 4 feet apart, or other approved barrier)?

Are warning signs posted within sight of each dispenser in the fuel 
dispensing area (no smoking, shut off motor, etc.)?

Are operating instructions conspicuously posted on every fuel dispenser?

Are combustible materials, including weeds and brush, kept a minimum of 
10 feet from fuel handling equipment?

Is a readily accessible emergency shut-off switch located within 100 feet 
but not less than 20 feet from the fuel dispensers?

Is a clearly visible “Emergency Fuel Shutoff” sign posted near the 
emergency disconnect?

Is a fire extinguisher with a minimum rating of 2-A:20-B:C located within 75 
feet of fuel dispensers?

Are procedures in place to reduce winter slip exposures (snow removal, 
sanding, adequate lighting)?

Are systems in place to contain spills from above- or below-ground fuel 
storage tanks and fuel pumps?

Are the fuel tanks or pumps in good condition?

This manual  is  intended for general  information purposes only and should not be construed as legal  or coverage 
advice on any specif ic  matter .  The appropriate experts should be consulted when making decisions regarding the 
information provided in this  guide.

Questions concerning this guide should be directed to MCIT Loss Control  at  1 .866.547.6516.
Minnesota Counties Intergovernmental  Trust ,  100 Empire Dr. ,  Suite 100,  St .  Paul ,  MN 55103-1885
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